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08-03-2019, 12:05 AM #91 Excellence Member Join Date: April 2015 Messages: 6399 Kapish wrote: anyone using this headphones with iphone x? any delay while watching YouTube? Got abit delay... I use Netflix xsmax as no. The latter, edited by RocketBunny; 08-03-2019 at 12:07 p.m. 08-03-2019, 01:11 AM #92 Junior Member Join
Date: December 2018 Messages: 13 RocketBunny wrote: Got abit delay ... I use Netflix xsmax as no. I guess YouTube on the iPhone will always have a delay. Tried Jabra Elite 65t and Jaybird Run, both have a delay. Think about this is due to the application's problems. 08-03-2019, 01:33 AM #93 Junior Member Join Date: March 2019
Messages: 2 Re: Air ejection cannot be used simultaneously on 2 devices? If I do it wrong, Outlier Air cannot be used simultaneously on 2 devices, although it can be paired with 2 devices, only that only 1 device can be used at a time. Can anyone confirm whether it can be used on 2 devices at the same time? It's such a disappointment
as most Bluetooth 4.0 and higher headphones can be paired and used simultaneously on 2 devices. This is key for many who like to listen to music or shows on their tablets, laptops or other device, being able to hear notifications and receive/make calls to their phone, for example, my other thoughts after use for 6 hours are: 1. Sound
quality is average - reasonable and about the same as Outlier One. This actually improves a bit after 6-hour use (perhaps due to some burns at the required time). 2. Those with smaller ears like ladies may find it less comfortable for sure. For a guy like me in the air conditioning room, that's fine so far. However, will be keen to take it for 10
km to work in a hot and humid outdoor environment to see how movement, vibration and sweat affect comfort levels, as well as the use of sensory control in pausing, skipping music or making/receiving phone calls on the go. 3. The battery is about 20% remaining after 6 hours (where it was fully charged before the 1st use). Not sure what
10-hour life injury can be achieved. 4. It shuts down on its own after about 5 minutes once it is not in use and Bluetooth is off on your device/phone. It's actually quite a while, hoping it should be about 2-3min. 08-03-2019, 06:40 AM #94 Excellence Member Join Date: November 2011 Messages: 7,051 Spyglass69 wrote: If I do it wrong,
Outlier Air cannot be used simultaneously on 2 devices, although this may be paired with 2 devices, only that only 1 device can be used at that time. Any user confirm whether it can be used simultaneously on 2 devices? It's such a disappointment as most Bluetooth 4.0 and higher headphones can be paired and used simultaneously on 2
devices. This is key for many who like to listen to music or shows on their tablets, laptops or other device, being able to hear notifications and take/make calls to their phone, for example. For example. other thoughts after use for 6 hours are: 1. Sound quality is average - reasonable and about the same as Outlier One. This actually
improves a bit after 6-hour use (perhaps due to some burns at the required time). 2. Those with smaller ears like ladies may find it less comfortable for sure. For a guy like me in the air conditioning room, that's fine so far. However, will be keen to take it for 10 km to work in a hot and humid outdoor environment to see how movement,
vibration and sweat affect comfort levels, as well as the use of sensory control in pausing, skipping music or making/receiving phone calls on the go. 3. The battery is about 20% remaining after 6 hours (where it was fully charged before the 1st use). Not sure what 10-hour life injury can be achieved. 4. It shuts down on its own after about 5
minutes once it is not in use and Bluetooth is off on your device/phone. It's actually quite a while, hoping it should be about 2-3min. $100 device that you want is... Just Go Buy Another $200 Earpiece 08-03-2019, 07:33 AM #95 Honorary Member Join Date: October 2002 Messages: 106,720 WhiteHunter wrote: for sound quality the best is
still senheinser truly wireless. need to ask whether the sound quality is similar or better than their ejection one? those who are not in the league for most of us, whether it's Senhizer, BSO or Master - Dynamic ❤️ ⾬宮天 ❤️ ⽔瀬 い no 08:03 AM #96 Junior Member Join Dateり ❤️ 東.奈央 ❤️ 悠⽊碧 ❤️ ⾼橋李依 ❤️: Mar 2019 Messages: 2
runningman.snsd wrote: $100 device you want it to want... just go buy the other $200 earpiece what do you mean I ask for that for that $100 device. I don't think I'm asking much. Just saying that it should be able to be used simultaneously with 2 devices. Even the simple $50 cheap ear parts from Jabra or Plantronic has it now as they are
all Bluetooth 4.0 and above that allow this feature. Anyway, Creative's user manual as well as the advertisement pointed pairings with the use of Outlier Air with 2 devices. But this is misleading as it should be clearly stated that only one device can be used at a time. 08-03-2019, 09:26 AM #97 Member Join Date: February 2009
Messages: 119 Streetwise wrote: Looking to get set. The hope of existing users can comment: 1. Comfort? Does it feel like you can leave it in your ears for hours? 2. Print/noise insulation? Does it block most sounds? 3. The fall of the connection. Any? 4. How safe are the kidneys? Will it be like getting left in your ears when you remove
from your ears? 5. Read the feedback in the forum tat bass well ...... Wat near the middle and Do they encounter a clear or confusing? I am not able to go down in person to listen to the demo because of work commitments. We look forward to hearing from you. Thank you. Without trying it on the stand I had just bought one and gone
since I had been in 1) Yes, it is very light and it lies on the ear. Didn't feel any significant pressure/pain points on the ear in about 2h use. 2) Yes, it blocks a good amount of noise 3) Tried to install it outside the showrooms, but the connection (between the phone and headphones, headphones to headphones) was terrible. The microphone
didn't pick up my voice very well either. However, once I move to less crowded places in Suntec (main shopping area) and on the train home there were no drops of connection at all. The calls were fine, too. 4) You can easily insert or remove from the ear without problems - the tips go out along with the fine headphones. 5) I won't call it a
bass-heavy IEM though. If your tracks have a lot of bass, then you get bass. There's clarity in the middle and highs, but could it be better? In my opinion, Outlier Air has a decent, competent sound that does not overwhelm. The latest edited bevan1121; 08-03-2019 at 9:30 a.m. 08-03-2019, 09:28 AM #98 Excellence Member Join Date:
November 2011 Messages: 7,051 Spyglass69 wrote: What do you mean I ask about it for that $100 device. I don't think I'm asking much. Just saying that it should be able to be used simultaneously with 2 devices. Even the simple $50 cheap ear parts from Jabra or Plantronic has it now as they are all Bluetooth 4.0 and above that allow
this feature. Anyway, Creative's user manual as well as the advertisement pointed pairings with the use of Outlier Air with 2 devices. But this is misleading as it should be clearly stated that only one device can be used at a time. Noted maybe you can live chat creative and tell them their unhappiness and see what they can do for you 08-
03-2019, 10:18 am #99 Member Join Date: August 2007 Messages: 312 eaphla wrote: Creative in the brochure stated prices $99 with a voucher. Guys, where can I get this voucher? I want to ask the same question as well. 08-03-2019, 10:30 am #100 Master Member Join Date: December 2002 Messages: 3479 SionTiTaN wrote: I want
to ask the same question as well. Go to their test stand, check out the queue for a short test and you get 20 from the voucher. 08-03-2019, 10:37 AM #101 Member Join Date: January 2005 Messages: 448 Just Buy Online can get $20 off. 08-03-2019, 10:43 AM #102 Member Join Date: February 2009 Messages: 119 Valor wrote: Head to
their testing booth, queue for a short test and you get 20 from the voucher. I just went to the counter and asked if I needed a voucher to buy at 99, she said no. 08-03-2019, 10:55 AM #103 Junior Member Join Date: October 2012 Messages: 80 My thoughts on this. overall at $99, can't argue. Serves its purpose as a truly wireless
headphone. Bass and punchy enough to get your ears ticking. Soundproofing is normal, but for those who want to be completely insulated from the sound should turn on the volume to the maximum. And also, at the maximum volume Be too overwhelming enough to clear the ambiable sound and still be friendly to the ears. Is there a way
to reduce the backlog on YouTube? 08-03-2019, 11:34 AM #104 Member Join Date: Sep 2010 Messages: 489 How does it compare to sudio wireless? Sale on shoppee for almost the same price sent from Xiaomi REDMI 4X using GAGT 08-03-2019, 11:34 AM #105 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: January 2000 Messages: 18773
Spyglass69 wrote: 3. Battery about 20% remaining after 6 hours (where it was charged completely to 1st use). Not sure what 10-hour life injury can be achieved. 4. It shuts down on its own after about 5 minutes once it is not in use and Bluetooth is off on your device/phone. It's actually quite a while, hoping it should be about 2-3min. 20%
of the battery after 6 hours of use is a very good wor. Is it 6 hours non-stop listening to music? Hmm, so there's no way to manually turn it off. Coz once I Dun want to carry a battery case. Finally, is it sticking out of the ear, or almost a flush? Looking for 10 GCs? PM me! Page 2 13-10-2020, 08:05 PM #1 Senior Member Join Date:
October 2014 Messages: 1300 Recommendation for Wireless Earphone? Hi guys, I need a recommendation for a pair of wireless headphones the last 12 hours or 10 hours of max game time. Pls give me a brand and I wonder the challenger, Harvey Norman and Best has it? Thank you. Sent from OPPO CPH1919 using GAGT 15-10-
2020, 01:31 AM #2 Junior Member Join Date: Sep 2019 Messages: 10 I recommend Airpod Pro. They charge very quickly in the charging box. Like 15 minutes gives u 1hr. The best feature is noise-cancelling. Pretty good for working out in the gym, but I don't recommend outdoor cause they can drop 15-10-2020, 03:02 PM #3 Senior
Member Join Date: December 2006 Messages: 1136 Page 3 04-11-2017, 11:02 PM #1 Senior Member Join Date: December 2003 Messages: 670 Wireless Bluetooth EAR BUDS recommendations hello, looking for wireless Bluetooth EAR BUDS, that is, like air pods, just 2 little things to put in the ear without any interconnected cables,
thinking between Sony WF-1000X, but it seems that connectivity problems and not so cheap criteria: battery life at least 5 hours of water proof or resistant, not going to swim with it, but if dirty or fall under the rain, do not have to worry, the sound quality is now used SHURE 215 , more bass human communication : should have a strong
connection so that the general keep falling and affect your listening experience, can anyone share their experience of the current ear buds on the market? Thank you! 08-11-2017, 02:11 AM #2 Junior Member Join Date: November 2017 Messages: 1 Try 08-11-2017, 06:45 AM #3 Junior Member Join Date: March 2015 Messages: 42 I
have a new Jaybird to run for sale. Let me know if you're interested. The last pair of headphones from the jaybird. 08-11-2017, 10:54 AM #4 Senior Member Join Join Join December 2003 Messages: 670 08-11-2017, 10:57 AM #5 Senior Member Join Date: December 2003 Messages: 670 08-11-2017, 06:06 PM #6 Senior Member Join
Date: January 2011 Messages: 969 twx522 wrote: Try erato? I have a couple of Apollos for a year already and I have to say it's worth my $499! Battery life after one year occurs at 3 o'clock on a full explosion!. Sound wise definitely can't compare to wired buds in terms of volume. A full blast is just good for me tho. The sound quality is
really exposed, the vocals are very clear, the musical instruments are very clear, but the bass is not as powerful compared to my wired bud. The price is on the steep side, but I love the little little bud design. 08-11-2017, 10:37 PM #7 Senior Member Join Date: December 2001 Messages: 877 Greenworm wrote: I have an Apollo couple for
a year already, and I must say that it costs my $499! Battery life after one year occurs at 3 o'clock on a full explosion!. Sound wise definitely can't compare to wired buds in terms of volume. A full blast is just good for me tho. The sound quality is really exposed, the vocals are very clear, the musical instruments are very clear, but the bass
is not as powerful compared to my wired bud. The price is on the steep side, but I love the little little bud design. I've used most of the really wireless so far. Erato Apollo 7 sound good. The Sony WF1000x has trouble connecting to the right ear at the beginning. But it's solid after a few battery charges. The sound quality of the WF1000x is
better than that of Apollo 7. It also has noise-cancelling n ambient sound. The current price is wF1000x $279 for the zoo10 and apollo 7 $329 at the Harvey Norman factory in The Viva Business Park. Just my two cents. Habrosus and Danzeil like this. 09-11-2017, 11:21 AM #8 Senior Member Join Date: December 2003 Messages: 670 so
your recommendation is either erato Apollo 7 or Sony WF-1000x ? any others you strongly recommend? 09-11-2017, 01:20 PM #9 Senior Member Join Date: December 2001 Messages: 877 For sound quality. So far the better one is the Apollo 7, the Earin M1 and the Sony WF1000X. Apollo 7 and Earin M1 support the Apt-X, but Sony
has a very good sound scene and noise-cancelling. The current favorite is the Sony WF100X. However, if you are willing to wait. The upcoming Erin M2 will be fine. The current M1 has good sound quality, but the connection is wobbly to the right earpiece. The new Samsung Gear X icon is also not bad and has 5 hours of battery life plus a
fitness tracker, heartbeat, build in 4GB of memory and ambient sound for $279? I didn't get a new x gear icon like the old one would give me earache when using them. So I'll pass it on. Think now the Best Value Truly Wireless Now is the new Gear Icon X. 09-11-2017, PM #10 Senior Member Join Date: December 2003 Messages: 670
received a complaint about Sony wf-1000x, wondering if you should take the risk? bakasora writes: I returned my WF-1000X after 5 days of use, due to 2 large large issues: -1 to 2 audible delays on everything that is done over the phone. -Intermittent sound cut in a few seconds to a minute. The movement appears to affect the stability of
the connection. But sometimes I stand still in the MRT also get the sound cut. Did anyone at Sony check out this product before releasing it? As a saint. Anyway, I went to Stereo's Plaza Sing to test the WI-1000X if it manifests the same issues. Excellent sound quality. No sound delay. Tried waving his phone, no sound was cut off. Then I
bought it. Used on the train, the connection is very stable, there is no sound cut off at all. The maximum volume also seems to be a little higher. Very pleased with this WI-1000X 09-11-2017, 06:38 PM #11 Senior Member Join Date: December 2001 Messages: 877 v1hypersg wrote: received a complaint about Sony wf-1000x, wondering if
you should take the risk? What's amazing about the WF-1000x is the first truly wireless earpiece with noise-cancelling. There is no doubt 0.5 sec video synchronization lag. But Apollo 7 and Erin M1 also have this lag. So far only Bragi Dash and Sol Republic airamp do not have this lag. So it's give and take on a really wireless earpiece.
My earbud dream is to Bragi dash pro, but it has a long lead time due to low production volume. 10-11-2017, 10:04 #12 Junior Member Join Date: June 2014 Messages: 4 Bragi headphones. I have a pair that works like a dream, no loss of communication because it does not use Bluetooth between headphones (uses its own magnetic
technology). Used a lot of Bluetooth headsets for my sport, but they always fail. It's not there! 10-11-2017, 05:29 PM #13 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: June 2007 Messages: 12145?? Or Samsung earpod 11-11-2017, 01:03 PM #14 Senior Member Join Date: December 2003 Messages: 670 Where can you try or demo bragi
headphones? Is it better to get a Bragi dash pro even if you don't use advance features? Is it available locally? 13-11-2017, 07:05 PM #15 Arch-Supremacy Member Join Date: January 2000 Posts: 11,176 Ibzo e8 for sale, its not bad, but b'o signature is not quite for me . Page 4 08-01-2020, 04:29 PM #1 Senior Member Join Date:
February 2014 Messages: 1532 PSA: Real vs. Fake Xiaomi Redmi AirDots / Mi True Wireless Headphones The Main Purpose of this theme is to show you how to distinguish the real and fake versions of Xiaomi Redmi AirDots / Mi True Wireless Headphones Basic. I was one of the victims who bought 2 fake kits and finally got the original
on my third purchase. There are hundreds and thousands who bought it and yet they have no idea that they got faked, which is pretty sad. I went to carefully distinguish and compose them here, so that for those who bought will buy will be informed and hopefully do not get cheated. Now let's get to it. Warning, it's quite a long time. Note
for all photos the left 2 are fakes while 1 real. For individual photos, the first two are fakes while the third is real. Sample photo order: Fake - Fake - Real or Fake Fake Real Part 1: Outer box Notice how the colors of the boxes are slightly different from each other. Especially blue and orange. The dotted picture is also different. A
transparent plastic seal sticker is missing from one set while the size of the sticker differs between the two sets. The latter, edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 5:46 p.m. 08-01-2020, 04:30 PM #2 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1532 Part 2: The inner box and contents Although all the white boxes looks very similar,
the shade of white is a little different from each other. The content inside is very different. The plastic that goes on is all different. For the two that are printed in Chinese, the words differ by the end. Additional headphones comes in different types of packaging. The guides are completely different from each other as well. At the back of the
white boxes one on the left majority has a smaller cut. The latter, edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 5:47 p.m. 08-01-2020, 04:30 PM #3 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1,532 Part 3: Charging Case Last Edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 05:48. 08-01-2020, 04:30 PM #4 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014
Messages: 1,532 Last edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 05:00 pm. 08-01-2020, 04:31 PM #5 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1532 Notice that plastic packaging on the case is different. For the two who have Chinese words, the one on the left has fewer Chinese characters to end. At the bottom of the case, the left
plastic packaging is not completely aligned. At the top of the case is engraved the Mi logo is different for the left and middle. Cutting for the ledge, where the case opens, is also different. At the bottom of the case, one left is too white and the print is tilted while one in the middle has several spelling errors (hard to capture and show in the
photo). At the top of the case the lid cannot be fully extended to 90 degrees for one in the middle. Under the top of the case there is a rectangular marking from the production process. Left and middle has 90 degree angles while the right one has curved angles. The latter, edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 05:54 p.m. 08-01-2020, 04:31
PM #6 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1,532 Part 4: Earbuds Last Edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 6:04 p.m. 08-01-2020, 04:31 PM #7 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1532 Notice that the rubber tips of the ear are black for the left and middle while the one on the right is actually a dark shade
of gray. The size of the rubber tips of the ear is also slightly different. the smallest (it's hard to tell from the photos). When the rubber tips of the ear are removed from the The headphones, left and middle do not show any serial engraving numbers while the right serial number is engraved on either side of the headphones. In addition, on
the rim, where the serial number is engraved, on the left and middle there is not enough small cut hole, which can be seen on the right. The latter, edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 05:16. 08-01-2020, 04:32 PM #8 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1,532 TLDR: For the real/original version 1) Under the rubber ear tips
will be a serial number engraved for both sides 2) The engraved formulations at the bottom of the case should not be bright white. Instead, it should be slightly weak. It shouldn't have spelling mistakes as well. 3) When you open the case, at the top of the case you will see this shape forming a rectangle on the underside of the top of the
case. This rectangle should have curved angles, not angles at right angles. 4) The set should come with 2 guides (1 thin about 19 pages and 1 in thickness about 50 pages) for the Mi True Version Wireless Headphones and 1 Guide (thin about 19 pages) for the Redmi AirDots version. 5) The rubber tips of the ear provided should be a
little gray rather than black Extra information: I managed to get only the original Xiaomi Redmi AirDots, but not the Mi True Wireless headphones (which is a global export version). The same methods mentioned can be used as well as determine if the set is original with some key differences. 1) Mi True Wireless headphones will obviously
have a different box compared to the Redmi AirDots 2) Mi True Wireless headphones will have the Mi logo at the top of the case instead of the Redmi 3) Mi True Wireless headphones will have a different print at the bottom of the case compared to the Redmi AirDots. However, it doesn't have to be printed in bright white or there are any
spelling errors 4) Mi True Wireless headphones comes with 2 guides instead of 1 that comes with Redmi AirDots. 1 guide is thin and 1 guide is thick (about 50 pages or more). The guide will be different as well with English, as opposed to Chinese only at Redmi AirDots to make sure you buy an original look at photo reviews online to see if
they match what I mentioned. Also get from genuine mall sellers if you buy from lazada or shopee. In addition, the zoo10 has a legitimate seller. I won't post direct links to legitimate sellers at this time as I don't want to get points for advertising. Leave a comment on this thread if you really need links but can't find it yourself and I'll send you
through PM. You will receive 3 links to 3 separate sellers on 3 different platforms. It's just a guide and doesn't mean you Follow strictly and only purchase from 3 sellers. There will be other sellers who are also selling the genuine version at a lower price. As long as you do your homework and follow the guidelines that I I You have to be
safe. I will not entertain anyone trying to PM directly without leaving a comment. The latter, edited by Arandalo; 29-04-2020 at 9:18 a.m.   08-01-2020, 04:32 PM #9 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1,532 Reserved for Future Post Last Edited by Arandalo; 29-04-2020 at 9:18 a.m.   08-01-2020, 04:33 PM #10 Senior
Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1,532 Reserved for Future Post Last Edited by Arandalo; 09-01-2020 at 12:11 p.m.   08-01-2020, 04:34 PM #11 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1,532 Reserved for Future Post Last Edited by Arandalo; 09-01-2020 at 12:12 p.m.   08-01-2020, 04:35 PM #12 Senior
Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1,532 Reserved for Future Post Last Edited by Arandalo; 09-01-2020 at 12:12 p.m.   08-01-2020, 04:49 PM #13 High Excellence Member Join Date: February 2006 Messages: 36,121 It is clear that. Ever since they are called an ear kidney agent for 30 successful Pedobear Singapore PR
applications.   08-01-2020, 05:08 PM #14 Senior Member Join Date: February 2014 Messages: 1532 JAson1980 wrote: It is clear that. Ever since they are called ear buds Well, if obviously there will be hundreds to thousands of PPL being clueless that they bought a fake. Maybe you're smart What do you propose to call it then? Edit:
Looks like you don't know that there is a global version called Mi True Wireless Headphones. And yes they are original from Xiaomi (if you bought from a legitimate seller). The latter, edited by Arandalo; 08-01-2020 at 06:27.   09-01-2020, 08:56 PM #15 Member Join Date: April 2008 Messages: 442 Thanks for sharing. For those smart
Alec, try to contribute something before you make such an answer.    
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